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Abstract The significance of security in day to day life is increasing, and hence the use of a 

video surveillance system is becoming commonly accepted in almost every public places. Even 

though by placing surveillance system in public places will help to trace out the culprits of the 

anomalous situation, it is hard to trace it out. The knowledge of the incidence time is needed to 

identify the event, and also, it requires an enormous data handling task. To identify the 

anomalous situation in real-time will help the authorities to decrease the consequences and loss 

during the anomalous event. The paper proposes an in-depth study of various automatic 

anomaly detection techniques which helps to reduce the loss occurred of the anomalous 

situation. The advancements in Artificial Intelligence help in the quick and automatic 

identification of nominal and anomalous events. The sequential and incremental learning 

approach in feature extraction will help to generate a model that will provide much accurate 

classifications and predictions of anomalies.  

1. Introduction 

The need for security to the life and property of ordinary people is increasing. As the violence during 

theft increases, for guaranteeing the security of citizens in public places need an authorised, and the 

behaviour of the people needs to be analysed. Nowadays, most public areas are under Closed Circuit 

Television (CCTV) surveillance for providing security to people and property. Using CCTV 

surveillance, a large amount of video data needs to be analysed and to handle this Big Data is tedious.  

A smart CCTV is needed for the identification and behaviour analysis of the people in public 

places. Various Neural Networks algorithms are useful for the automatic identification of abnormal 

situations in a security system. Using Artificial Intelligence, we can identify the features and 

frequency of occurrence of abnormal events. Besides, the study provides techniques to reduce the 

amount of data storage by removing the videos, which is under normal conditions, and this will solve 

the main problem related to Big Data management. The motivation to select this topic is to ensure the 

safety and security of people in the public area in a fast and effective way. The immediate 

identification of abnormal events will help to reduce the casualty of the situation or even avoiding the 

situation, thereby enforcing the security of people. 

 

2. Automatic Anomaly Detection in Video Surveillance   
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Through Artificial intelligence, the machine can mimic a human being and also may have human 

cognisance without being manually coded. Artificial Intelligence performs a systematic study of 

algorithms and statistical analysis to build a model using artificial neural network. It relies on data 

patterns and deductions for making predictions using computers. AI algorithms build a model based 

on the information known as training data; this model can predict the future without explicitly coded 

to execute out the task. During the Learning procedure, certain information which is known from 

previous experience is given to the machine called training. During this training, the machine will 

consequently distinguish the knowledge. Using the model built for classifying nominal and anomalous 

events using Artificial Intelligence, the various anomalies occurring in the real-life scenario can be 

detected. By providing proper alerts, the after-effects of abnormal events can be reduced to an extent. 

Some of the anomaly detection methods are discussed in the following subsections. 

2.1.  Smart Processing and Storage Utilisation method in Surveillance System 

Z. Shao, J. Cai, and Z. Wang [2] present an innovative smart processing and storage utilisation 

method, in a video surveillance system for event identification and alert message. The strategy 

incorporates three sections: smart pre-alert for rare events, sufficient storage for surveillance video, 

and quick access to suspected videos, which ultimately discovers the temporal-spatial relation analysis 

of rare events in various checkpoints. Initially, an irregular behavioural database is established for a 

smart surveillance system that stores and manages alerts in case of crisis. Then, selected videos of the 

surveillance system are stored according to the alert information and avoid other videos; this 

significantly decreases the storage space consumption. Finally, when video evidence is required, the 

videos related to irregular behaviours are outlined and retrieved accordingly. 

The characteristics of criminal behaviour are studied from previous experiences and recorded, to 

distinguish the anomalous practices from ordinary conduct. Anomalous behaviours can be decided by 

the frequency of occurrence, the identity of the target, and the surrounding area of an event. 

Anomalous activity database is initially created by storing the vivid data of anomalous activities 

captured from various video cameras. This metadata comprises of several types of anomalous conduct, 

name of checking premises, the details of video camera including device ID and location, starting and 

finishing time of the event, Etc. The anomalous behaviour database gives the metadata for further 

examination. 

The Event- Abnormal Behaviour Correlation Model [2] is used to identify and co-relate the events. 

The model can identify abnormal activities with temporal auto-correlation greater than the previously 

set observational limit as an unsafe one. When an anomalous behaviour alert is activated from a 

specific video surveillance device, the smart surveillance system will analyse the temporal correlation 

regarding previous records in the database. A multi-site relation is examined regarding the activity of 

the criminal suspect. 

The criminals usually follow a practice of studying the premises by roaming before doing a 

criminal activity; this spatial association can be identified from the various surveillance cameras 

placed in the smart surveillance system. The surveillance system is shown in figure 1, in which people 

who are commonly roaming during an event can be recognised and re-identified [4]. If the person is 

identified using the face recognition system [1] and found as walking suspiciously, it will be marked 

as a notified event. If the roaming occurs in various destinations at the same time: the smart observing 

camera tries to identify the persons by checking the multi-site checkpoints using spatial relevance and 

then raise the alert. The reoccurrence at a specific time interval and temporal auto-correlation is taken 

for the significance of the conduct. If two or three roaming occasions are recognised at a time by the 

surveillance system in various areas, the roaming conduct will be fixed as a high-risk one. If the same 

person visits multi-site and reports events of wandering: then identify that he is part of an activity that 

is closely related to time and space risk. In the event, if the roaming reoccurrence in the examination 
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time frame is deeply found a lot higher than the ordinarily reported information at the hour, then this 

event will be a suspicious one. 

 

Figure 1. Pre-alarming based on abnormal behaviour association analysis 

When an accident or abnormal condition occurs, the model will be refreshed and updated. From the 

abnormal characteristics database, recurrence, and various abnormal behaviour are considered for the 

last seven days, and the security system can be implemented more or less accordingly. Sometimes the 

same reoccurrence may happen for abnormal behaviours, and then the model features out the more 

significant weight. The study of the above paper gives knowledge about the smart monitoring of Big 

Data in Surveillance Video and memory utilisation. Even though the system can quickly identify and 

update the anomalous situation, this model will be more useful for identification of culprits of an event 

occurred than avoiding the abnormal condition. 

2.2. Unsupervised learning and Knowledge Attaining in Surveillance System 

Nawaratne, Bandaragoda, Adikari, Alahakoon, De Silva, and Yu [3] present a methodology that 

consolidates significant level video investigation with self-learning, incremental knowledge attaining, 

and self-governing smart surveillance system. This methodology is fit for identifying variations that 

happen after some time and isolating anomalies from re-events, without the essential of a labelled data 

set. The analysis of the behaviour is a beneficial methodology for finding out the primary usage of 

irregular and regular behaviour patterns. A constant irregular movement detection method is 

introduced in [3] for the analysis of a group of people, which helps to analyse regular, irregular, or 

emergency in the group stream. In this methodology, the behaviour of movement is taken from 

movement vectors in the video clips. Depending on the world-wide group movement behaviour, and 

movement vectors, the unexpected conduct in social groups can be identified based on the approach 

given in [6].  The blend of an optical stream and background elimination procedures are utilised to 

extract movement at each picture outline and discard small movement vectors having noise, issues of 

compression, and non-stationary foundation pixels. 

Using Microsoft Cognitive Service [7] the characterisation and automatic labelling of videos based 

on semantic matters can be performed. For example, the activities of a person, objects, or complex 

events in the video frame can be characterised and labelled as such. The framework is given by 

Google Cloud Vision [8], and the Tensorflow open-source provides a very significant level of video 

analysis like emotion, face, optical character recognition, logo identification, object detection, and 

unsuitable content identification [10]. 
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The learning and thinking in human cognisance is a progressive method. A human builds up 

fundamental knowledge and information through real-time surroundings and gradually refines the 

understanding as new data shows up. Learning, revising, and unlearning is a usual and constant 

procedure in human cognisance [11]. The unsupervised-learning algorithm, Incremental Knowledge 

Acquisition and Self-Learning (IKASL) tend to update the labelled dataset by continuous learning, 

thereby keeps up reliability and versatility across the iterations of learning [11]. The IKASL algorithm 

has procedures for generalisation and learning which help in knowledge acquisition and self-study. By 

the unsupervised learning method, the data set and features learned from the IKASL algorithm will be 

exploiting the video exploration capacity of Microsoft Cognitive Services API. The algorithms 

working process is explained in the following subsections.  

 The recorded labels created by Microsoft Cognitive Services API for frames of videos are used 

to build the feature space. From the video frames, the details of feature space comprise of keywords 

for identifying the activities, behaviours, and various objects are present. Figure 2 shows two video 

frames taken at time intervals from a typical checkpoint. According to [3], the keywords are identified 

in figure 2(a) using Activity Recognition [12]. Figure 2(b) is having the video frame taken from the 

same video checkpoint after 8 seconds, and the keywords are identified. Different methods are used 

for identifying this feature space like object recognition method [13] to infer the idea of the video 

frame, computer visual service provider [8] that study the video frames to generate a description or its 

combinations.  

 

Figure 2. Two video frames are taken at time intervals from a typical checkpoint  

IKASL algorithm uses a layered structure of n layers, and each layer consists of learning and 

generalisation sub-layers. The clustering of the input feature vector is included as a Growing Self-

Organising Map (GSOM) [13] component in the sub-layer called the learning layer. The encoded 

summarised representation of the next learning layer is done in the generalisation sub-layer, and this 

layer will become the initial layer of the following learning layer, as shown in figure 3. 

 In the basic structure and model of the IKASL algorithm [3], the initial layer consists of 4 nodes 

with the random initialisation of weights. Initially, the sequences of data sets are given as tuples, in 

which the selection of a successful node is decided based on distance measurements like Euclidean or 

Cosine distance. The weight adjustment of a successful node is made according to the input tuple, 

which will be further adjusted by the nearby nodes. The learning in every layer is done by the GSOM 

algorithm [13]. After an iteration of learning, every successful node in a layer is identified and 

generalised up to an extent, and the outcome will return two significant results in the learning 
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procedure. The learning knowledge is passed to neighbouring nodes as successful nodes of weight 

vectors. In the generalisation sub-layer, the fuzzy integral will consolidate the weight vectors into a 

single one. The knowledge obtained from the learning and self-organisation process is provided in the 

generalisation sub-layer. Several iterations of learning are performed in the data set using learning and 

generalisation sub-layers. 

  

Figure 3. IKASL Model Figure 4. IKASL Pathway Generation 

Using the IKASL algorithm, incremental learning of a new pathway is dependent on clusters 

recognised in learning sub-layers as in Figure 4. New pathways might be produced if there are new 

features in the input given to the algorithm and to classify the cluster according to the input tuples or 

feature vectors. For instance, consider figure 2, in which video frames are given to the IKASL 

algorithm in the order of occurrence, and each pathway represents the feature vector based on the 

keywords which form a cluster. If the feature vector has common features, then all the video frames 

will be in the same cluster, and if there is a substantial change in a feature vector, the new pathway 

will be created.  For instance, if a video frame consists of danger features like fire, the IKASL 

algorithm will create a new pathway with new feature vectors and keyword sets. If the danger feature 

is cleared in the subsequent frame, the feature vector will move back to the original pathway using the 

IKASL algorithm. 

The new pathway creation using IKASL algorithm can be used for various video surveillance 

applications like anomaly detection, identification of unknown objects, intrusion detection, 

observation of road accidents, and safety alerts generation when needed. The model can be extended 

by adding more dataset to extract more feature vectors. 

2.3 Continual Learning for Anomaly Detection 

Keval Doshi and Yasin Yilmaz in [5] propose an Anomaly detection method using transfer learning 

[14] and continual learning [15] which helps to reduce the training complexity. The model uses feature 

extraction based on neural networks for transfer learning, and for decision making continual learning 

statistical k-nearest neighbour (kNN). In transfer learning, a model which is developed for one task 

may be reused for another related task. Whereas Continuous learning with automatic incremental 

development of models is termed as Continuous Learning, and this helps to solve complex problems. 
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This Machine Learning model will updates the Prediction model smoothly using task and data thereby 

enables reuse and retrain useful knowledge and skills. The use of transfer learning will considerably 

reduce the training complexity. The statistical framework for sequential anomaly detection can 

perform continual and few-shot learning of video data, which help to evaluate video anomaly 

detection datasets and real surveillance video inputs. 

The anomalous events are usually circumstantial, for example, a problem in the practical situation a 

riding a bike through the road is a normal situation whereas riding through pedestrian way will be an 

anomalous situation. So in practical, the nominal event needs to be updated continually, and the 

decisions are updated using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [16], which uses the sequential nature of 

video anomaly detection. 

The features from the video are evaluated, and feature vectors of each objects having attributes like 

motion, location and appearance are created. The weights are applied to features which adjust 

according to the relative importance of each feature category during feature selection. To obtain the 

features form a real-time video stream, a pre-trained real-time object detection system like You Only 

Look Once (YOLO) [17] is used. The proposed model uses YOLOv3, which gives a bounding box 

(location) and class probabilities (appearance) for each video frame. The centre of the box is 

monitored for obtaining the area and location features. From the test videos, the objects deviating from 

nominal paths or new classes will help to identify anomalies related to spatial information. For 

temporal information, the hypothesis used is, for any motion anomaly the probability distribution of 

the optical flow of the frame would alter. For this, the mean, variance and high order statistics 

skewness, and kurtosis is extracted, which is used to represent irregularity and sharpness of the 

probability distribution. A feature vector is constructed for each time by combining the motion, 

location and appearance features [5]. For Anomaly Detection with minimum delays, a nonparametric 

sequential anomaly detection algorithm [5] is used. The Euclidean k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) distance 

is used to identify the local interactions between nominal data points. The hypothesis of the statistical 

distance between the nominal features and anomalous instances will be further away from the k 

nearest neighbour is used here.  

During the testing phase, the feature vectors are extracted for each object, and kNN distance is 

computed. The instantaneous frame-level anomaly is evaluated, and running decision statistics for 

each time is calculated. For nominal data, the value of decision statistics will always be a negative 

value, and anomalous data will get a positive value. If the anomalous data persists to exist for n frames 

for a successive time periods the value of the decision statistics will grow. Furthermore, if it exceeds 

the threshold, the frames will be labelled as anomalous. The test will continue with another set of 

frames and label the frames.   

The continual learning is used to test statistical results and labelling the frames. The model 

proposes a human-in-the-loop approach to classify the label as true or false alarms from time to time. 

This sequential updates will continually learn new data and prevents from wrong classification of 

abnormal alarms. This model avoids retraining of deep learning methods from scratch and disastrous 

forgetting. The model can be extended to work effectively on challenging situations like various 

weather conditions occurring dynamically. 

2.4 Ensemble Learning using Bagging and Inception-v3 for Anomaly Detection  

Yumna Zahid, Muhammad Atif Tahir and Muhammad Nouman Durrani in [9] propose an Anomaly 

Detection method by extracting video features using Inception-v3 deep learning network which avoids 

segmentation. The model is implemented by transfer learning the Convolution Network Neural (CNN) 

[19]. The Homogeneous bagging ensemble of 3-Layer Fully Connected (FC) Network is used for 

classification of anomalous events. 
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For unsupervised feature extraction of video, a widely used pre-trained Inception-v3 image 

recognition model is used. The Inception-v3 network provides video level and frame-level feature 

representations. Bagging Ensemble is used for randomly selecting data points from the training data, 

and to build the training model. A Fully Connected 3-Layer Neural Network is used as the base model 

for training. The Fully connected base classifier consists of ReLu function and Sigmoid function in the 

first and last layer respectively for the prediction score calculation.   The confidence score from 

various models is integrated using an average operation called Bagging Ensemble algorithm [9]. 

The Fully connected 3- Layer Neural Network [9] is used for the calculation of the prediction score 

with an Adagrad optimizer [9]. The model will binary classify the video input into nominal or 

anomalous according to the probability score. A high probability score indicates the anomalous events 

and a low score indicates nominal events. The model also eliminates the necessity of segment videos 

for feature extraction. The videos are randomly selected, and each iteration is having a batch size of 

60. The learning rate is kept as 0.001, and the hinge loss function is used in binary Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) classification. The dataset used for training consists of real world anomalous and 

nominal data. This model provides a good accuracy level for real time video anomaly detection and 

can be extended for fine-grained classification. 

3. Conclusion 

This paper studies some of the novel techniques used for automatic Anomaly Detection in a video 

surveillance system. In this paper, a comprehensive description of various Anomaly Detection 

Methods that exists in real video streaming is discussed. Anomaly detection in real video streaming 

needs a fast and novel model, which uses the previously learned knowledge and continual learned 

knowledge. For developing a fast and automatic model, novel techniques in Neural Networks is an 

elegant solution. Convolution Neural Networks [19] and Convolutional Long Short Term Memory 

(LSTM) [18] will provide motion and appearance feature identification effectively. The Convolutional 

LSTM can be used for sequence prediction problems with spatial inputs like images or video. 

Generative Adversarial Networks can generate internal scene representation from a given frame. 

Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) [21] is another widely used neural network used in real-time video 

anomaly detection. The CAE apply the reconstruction error of each frame with an anomaly score. 

By implementing a reliable model for automatic Anomaly Detection, the smart security system can 

work more efficiently and ensure the safety of people effectively. The applications of Neural 

Networks are developing rapidly and are yet to explore more in the area of computer vision and 

automatic anomaly detection in real-time videos. 
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